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The Use of the Flux Plot 
in Traffic Control 

ROBERT J. WHEELER AND ELMER M. TORY 

Professor Wheeler established a program in Transportation and Planning 
at McMaster University in Hamilton, Ontario, and is now with the Civil 
Engineering Department of the University of Missouri. He taught also at the 
Michigan College of Mining and Technology and at the University of Iowa. 
He was Engineer of Bridge Design and Engineer of Thruway Design with 
the New York State Department of Public Works, has served with private 
construction and consulting firms, and has been a private consultant. He 
was educated at the State University of Iowa (Ph .D.) and has published 
numerous technical papers. 

Dr. Tory is Associate Chemical Engineer at Brookhaven National Labora-
tory. He holds a B.Sc. in Honors Chemistry from the University of Alberta, 
and a Ph.D. in Chemical Engineering from Purdue University. He was re-
search chemist with Aluminium Laboratories in Q,uebec, and was Assistant 
Professor of Chemical Engineering at McMaster University in Hamilton. 
He is the author of many papers, some dealing with the use of kinematic waves 
in the analysis of settling of slurries. 

DURING the summer of r 963 the authors used fixed-time inter-
val pictures to study traffic characteristics on a short section of 

Highway 400, Ontario. The purpose of the study was to obtain 
density-flow relationships, particularly a flux plot of the traffic for 
all speeds. Unfortunately, no "jams" occurred, so the low-speed 
(below 30 miles per hour) data on time flows were obtained on the 
Queen Elizabeth Way at St. Catharines, Ontario. The section on 
Highway 400 was isolated from merging and diverging maneuvers. 
The values on the charts represent observations from a short section 
(goo- r, 600 feet) for small intervals of time extrapolated to commonly 
used measurements of vehicles per hour and vehicles per mile. The 
flux plots shown herein were derived from approximately r, r oo ob-
servations of each lane. 

The project was undertaken by the authors at McMaster Uni-
versity and was sponsored by the Department ofHighways, Ontario. 

The fundamental relationship in road-traffic theory is that be-
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tween density (vehicles per mile) and volume (vehicles per hour). 
Theories have been developed to interpret this relationship in terms 
of driver behavior. Prigogine and others introduced a Boltzmann-
type approach, while Pipes, Herman, and their associates utilized 
car-following theory. Experimental studies of volume versus density 
have dealt mostly with congested traffic in tunnels ( Greenberg, 
Greenberg and Daou, and Olcott). (See Bibliography at end of 
article.) 

Recently, the authors studied the nature of the volume versus 
density steady-state relationship on a multilane highway (Highway 
400, Ontario) along a stretch where there were no entrances or exits 
to disturb the flow of traffic. The volume versus density envelope 
curves, with the velocity vectors for the outside and inside lanes, are 
shown in Figure 1. The areas under the dashed line for each lane 
represent data obtained at a traffic control light on the Queen 
Elizabeth Way at St. Catharines, Ontario. When the maximum 
values of Figure I are combined, the curve becomes smooth and 
probably is more representative of a typical capacity curve for one 
lane. The result from combining observed maximum values is shown 
in Figure 2. 

Another important aspect of highway traffic is the occurrence of 
shock waves, which are sudden changes from low to high vehicle 
density. The sudden and sometimes extreme deceleration that ac-
companies the telescoping of vehicles represents a distinct traffic 
hazard. The first treatment of kinematic shock waves in highway 
traffic was developed by Lighthill and Whitham. From the postulate 
that there is a functional relationship between volume and density 
for traffic on long crowded roads, they deduced a theory of the prop-
agation of changes in vehicle distribution along these roads. 

Many of the characteristics ofkinematic waves can be predicted 
from the volume-density plot, provided that drivers maintain gaps 
appropriate to the instantaneous speed of the vehicle ahead. In this 
case, the steady-state velocity-space relationships apply to the dy-
namic situation. For traffic, the situation is more complicated than 
for settling of slurries, in which the complete nature of a shock wave 
may be determined from a unique flux curve (Shannon et al.). The 
capacity curve represents a limit that a group of drivers will rarely 
exceed. The volume may be considerably less, particularly in freely 
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moving traffic. However, the envelope curve does indicate what 
kinematic waves are possible. 

Consider a queue of vehicles characterized by point A in Figure 
3, i.e., concentration Ka, volume Q,a, and velocity V1 = Q,a/Ka. Con-
sider a second queue characterized by point B, i.e., Kb, Q,b= Q,aand 
V2 = Q,b/ Kb. If the first queue is unable to pass the second, a kinematic 
wave is formed which moves with a velocity of (Q,b-Q,a)/(Kb-Ka). 
On the volume-concentration plot, the wave velocity is equal to the 
slope of the straight line joining points A and B. In the present case, 
although not in general, the wave has zero velocity, i.e., it is a stand-
ing wave. A positive slope indicates that the wave travels in the 
direction of flow. A negative slope ( e.g., AF) means that the wave 
moves back up the highway. 
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Figure 2. A highway capacity curve for one lane from the combined values 
of two lanes, Highway 400, Ontario. 

The case in which vehicles at condition B are obliged to stop 
suddenly is particularly interesting. Provided that drivers will not 
decrease headways sufficiently to go beyond the envelope, there 
should be two distinct kinematic waves having different velocities 
and separated by a spreading distance in which there is gradual de-
celeration. (Shannon, et al.) It is possible that a slow-down of the 
traffic stream due to an impending "jam" from condition A could 
lead, from drivers' observation of traffic conditions downstream, to 
a path from A to C and in the "jam" state to D. Furthermore, faster 
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driver reaction and wider gaps could cause a change in traffic stream 
conditions from A toF or, as in the case of an "accident," a path such 
as from A to E, where the stoppage results in zero velocity in the 
traffic stream and longer gaps at Ethan at D. 

Concentration (vehicles per mile) 

Figure 3. Demonstration of the change in traffic stream conditions on the 
highway capacity curve. 

When a queue of vehicles catches up to a slower vehicle and 
cannot pass, two factors govern the speed of the resulting kinematic 
wave. The slow vehicle establishes the velocity, V, at which those 
following must travel. On a volume-concentration plot, this is a line 
from the origin with slope V. The following drivers, by their spacing, 
determine the traffic volume and hence the speed of the kinematic 
wave. On a volume-concentration plot, Vand K fix Q,and, hence, 
the slope ofthelinefromonepairofvalues (K, Q,) to another. A com-
plete study of a given shock wave should include the steady-state 
characteristics of the traffic on both sides of the shock front. 

Whereas the velocity of a kinematic wave is governed by a ma-
terial balance, the nature of a shock front is greatly affected by the 
time required for drivers to react to the brake lights of the car ahead. 
In the case of the standing wave discussed above, the initial form of 
the shock front may be similar to that shown in Figure 4. Vehicles 
near S5 are proceeding at velocity V2 , while those near S1 are at V1 • 
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Figure ia. Observed highway capacity curves for the inside lane of a section of Highway 400, Ontario. 
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Figure I b. Observed highway capacity curves for the outside lane of a section of Highway 400, Ontario. 
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Deceleration begins at S4 and ends at S2 • Depending on vehicle 
spacing, velocity, and reaction time, the shock front may sharpen 
(dv/ds increase), remain constant, or diffuse, either with a steady 
slope or by small shock waves which more nearly represent typical 
braking patterns of vehicles in the highway stream (see Figure 4). 

_,_----
-~ Diffuse shock wave 

Shock wave front I 

Distance 

Figure 4. Example of shock wave fronts in the traffic stream. 

The present paper deals with the use of experimental volume-
concentration relationships in the study and prevention or limita-
tion of kinematic waves in a number of common traffic situations. 

THE FLUX PLOT 

Inflow-outflow conditions may be conveniently explained with 
the flux plot (volume versus concentration diagram). In fact, this 
diagram may become the fundamental basis for traffic control of 
high-density highways. 

The following material is developed to explain use of the flux plot 
in the analysis of common maneuvers. 
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Merging Of Two Equal Streams of Traffic. The merging of two equal 
streams is often considered as a change in volume without relating 
the effect of concentration. Two equal streams of flow are considered 
in Figure 5. Each is characterized by position A with flow Qa, con-
centration Ka, and speed Va= Vb. If speed does not change during the 
merging maneuver, both Q,and K increase, as shown by correspond-
ing values at B. If inflows are sufficiently large and main-stream 
speeds remain equal to inflow speeds, it is possible, as shown in 
Figure 5, for point B to approach the highway capacity curve. This 
allows little leeway for fluctuations. A moderate decrease in velocity 

Velocity and concentration profiles 
Merging of two equal streams :> ,. ' I I I 

I r---~--.. i 
1i,· I I : ..... I V I --+--i ' V ---+---V'" '},. ___ T/" r I !'·---n 

A B C 

Concentration (vehicles per mile) 

Figure 5. Merging of two equal streams. 

would make it impossible to obtain a flow of Qc without going 
beyond the envelope curve and into an unstable condition. How-
ever, an increase in speed at B results in a reduction in concentra-
tion to point C for the same flow and a standing wave between Band 
C. This situation changes the concentration to the left of the curve, 
thus reducing chance of unstable flow in the main stream and per-
mitting the stream to absorb minor variation in flow by reduction in 
velocity between C and B with no change in volume. The best con-
dition for the merging maneuver would be from A-C. 

Minor Stream Merging With Main Stream. An increase in Qin the 
main stream resulting from inflow is described in Figure 6. Although 
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this maneuver is common, the variation in speed in the mainstream 
is often overlooked. The increase in volume represented byQ2 - Qi 
may be accompanied by a decrease in speed between points I and 2, 
which could result in an unstable condition as traffic stream charac-
teristics move from A to Band concentrations rise to Kb. If speed in 
the mainstream remains constant and Q or K do not increase 
beyond the central zone within the curve, i.e., condition A becomes 
condition C, then traffic stream conditions are such that fluctuations 
resulting from the inflow of individual vehicles do not establish a 
shock wave. If point C does approach the right side of the curve 

Minor stream merging with main stream 

I I 
2 

<· 

Concentration (vehicles per mile) 

Figure 6. Conditions of traffic in the main stream resulting from inflow. 

( due to excessive inflow or a lower speed radius vector), then the 
traffic stream conditions may become unstable and result in a shock 
wave. In the case of inflows resulting in changes A-D or A-E, 
stream conditions at point 2 are much more tolerable for individual 
elements in the traffic stream. 

Minor Stream Diverging From Main Stream. Traffic conditions are 
controlled more easily in the main stream following an outflow of 
traffic. In Figure 7, a reduction in volume from Qi to Q 2 (points 1 

and 2) is shown by path A-B, representing an increase in speed at 
point 2 with an appreciable reduction in concentration. Path A-C 
shows speed remaining constant in the main stream and concentra-
tion decreasing. A-D indicates a change in speed between points 1 
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and 2 with concentration remaining constant, and A-E describes a 
similar and even more undesirable speed reduction between I and 2. 

When E is very close to the envelope curve, path A-E may result 
in a shock wave traveling upstream with a reduction in Q, 1 up-
stream also. 

Figure 8 is a summary of speed and concentration profiles from 
Figures 6 and 7. If the product of speed and concentration at point 
2 is less than or equal to the product at point 1, desirable traffic con-
ditions result, except as heretofore explained. Tables I and II sum-
marize these conditions. 

Minor _stream diverging from main stream 

• 
2 

Concentration (vehicles per mile) 

Figure 7. Example of traffic conditions in the main stream resulting from 
outflow. 

Network Flow. Highway capacity is often related to flow, and 
frequently traffic volume records are used to demonstrate the capa-
bility of a facility. In the case in which a stream of traffic, as in 
Figure 9, is operating at normal speed and high flow (Q,1 , K1 , V1 ), 

the condition can be materially changed through the addition of 
more vehicles into the stream while constant fl.ow is observed. Be-
cause of the relatively short lateral distance between the coordinates 
of Q,1 , K1 , and the capacity curve, these inflows may result in a veloc-
ity profile as indicated in Figure 9, until at Q,1 , K2 speed has been 
substantially reduced and has reached an unstable condition in 
which either additional inflow or disturbance to the stream could 
result in a kinematic wave. 
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In all the cases discussed, total inflow equals total outflow. 
Hence, only standing kinematic waves are formed initially. How-
ever, the final condition must be such that volume can be main-
tained when speed is decreased. If a decrease in speed at constant 
volume results in a point close to or outside the envelope curve, a 
kinematic wave is likely to form. This wave will then be propagated 
backward and will affect upstream condition. 

TABLE I-SUMMARY OF MAIN STREAM CONDITIONS BEFORE 
AND AFTER INFLOW 

(Minor Stream Merging with Main Stream) 

Case Speed Concentration Condition 
A-B Decrease Increase Undesirable 
A-C Constant Increase Acceptable 

and used most 
commonly 

A-D Increase Constant More desirable 
A-E Increase Decrease Most desirable 

TABLE II-SUMMARY OF MAIN STREAM CONDITIONS BEFORE 
AND AFTER OUTFLOW 

(Minor Stream Diverging from Main Stream) 

Case Speed Concentration Condition 
A-B Increase Decrease Most desirable 
A-C Constant Decrease Desirable and 

used most 
commonly 

A-D Decrease Constant Acceptable 
A-E Decrease Increase Undesirable 

Speed ,Zones. Areas which present a hazard to either the driver or 
construction worker call for a change in speed. The highway capac-
ity curve can be utilized to predict the nature of the traffic stream 
under these conditions. If the volume can be accomodated at the 
reduced speed, standing waves will develop at the beginning and 
end of the speed zones. Otherwise, a shock wave will move up-
stream beyond the speed zone and a standing wave will occur at the 
end of the zone. 

Custom in road maintenance and construction usually results in 
a large reduction in speed through the work zone or on a detour. If 
normal operating speeds are high with corresponding high flows 
(e.g., 60 miles per hour and 1,8oovehicles per hour), the decrease in 
velocity results in a shock wave traveling upstream. Under these 
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Figure 8. Velocity and concentration profiles in the main stream as related 
to inflow and outflow conditions. 
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conditions, where a high-speed, high-density highway (freeway) has 
a work zone and a corresponding decrease in speed of approximately 
20 mph, one additional lane should be provided for each two lanes 
of traffic. 

Grades have a similar affect on speed and may be similarly 
treated. Basically, it is a valid rule that any high-speed, high-density 
highway should be provided with a "crawl" lane where adverse 
grades are sufficient to reduce vehicle speeds. 

____ _,,,,, 
----~ 

Velocity profile 

----------------------------Road network 

Figure 9. The effect of inflow on the main stream as it affects speed and flow. 

Traffic Control. The use of the flux plot for measuring highway 
capacity is fundamentally sound. It appears as the only guide to 
control inflows (merging maneuvers) to prevent unstable conditions 
from forming. If overcrowding at high speeds is allowed, the flow 
becomes so high that a reduction in speed may result in a shock wave 
in the main stream of traffic. 

In order to achieve control, the flux plot for the section of high-
way under consideration must be determined, but this aspect en-
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tails only the portion of the curve with the negative slope. The values 
of potential inflow that would be tolerated by the main stream can 
be determined by measuring the dynamic conditions such as speed 
and concentration, downstream and upstream from the merge 
point, and comparing them with the capacity curve. The merging 
vehicles would be "metered" into the main stream under high flow 
conditions through signalization. 

This concept could be expanded to ward off the possibilities of 
"massive jams," which require so much time to clear. As unstable 
conditions of traffic flow develop in the main stream, a warning from 
dynamic flow detectors could be relayed upstream to driver-control 
devices. 

Free-moving vehicle 
Legal speed limit 

Concentration (vehicles per mile) 

Figure 10. The highway capacity curve with zones of stream conditions. 

The block signal system developed by railroads with lane change 
indicators appears to be a feasible method for controlling driver 
speeds and reducing the effects of"shock waves" in the traffic stream. 

From the results of the authors' study of traffic characteristics on 
Highway 400, Ontario, it is suggested the fundamental Q,-K curve 
is a triangle composed oflines, as shown in Figure 10, and that areas 
outside the negative slope result from oscillations of speed. 

A preliminary interpretation of the flux plot (which was derived 
from data on two sections of two different highways, as described 
above), suggests that zones or areas on the diagram may indicate 
traffic conditions. There may be three zones, consisting of the fol-
lowing: 
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I. Zone of Freedom, within which headways are sufficient to per-
mit driver relaxation and freedom of movement between lanes on 
multilane highways. 

2. Zone of Interference, extending between the zone of freedom 
and the zone of instability. This zone of traffic operation permits 
uniform traffic flow (i.e., uniform speeds) where interference with 
flow by increased Kor decreased V may result in a kinematic wave 
in the traffic stream. 

3. Zone of Instability, which is outside the highway capacity curve 
accepted by drivers. In this area, a small interference in uniform 
flow will result in a kinematic wave. 

The lines limiting zones (which of course depend on local driver 
habits, etc.) are calculated below. 

VOLUME-CONCENTRATION CURVES 

If volume Q,is plotted against concentration K, the slope of the 
curve is given by: 

dQ,= d(KV) = V KdV 
dK dK +dK 

As G = I/ K, Equation (I) can be expressed as: 

If 

dQ, dV dG 1 dV dV 
dK = V + K dG dK = V - K dG = V- G dG 

G = S+RV 

where Sis a constant distance and R is reaction time, then 

dV I dG I 

dG =I / dV= R 

and 
dQ, G S S 
dK = V R = V - R - V = R 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

(5) 

As the vast majority of drivers will not exceed a certain speed 
(not necessarily the speed limit) for a given stretch of road, one 
portion of the envelope curve is that speed radius vector. The other 
portion is supplied by Equation (5), which applies as soon as a 
driver must slow down in order to maintain an appropriate gap. If 
drivers maintain the gaps given by Equation (3), the flux plot has a 
negative constant slope. 
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The authors' experimental results suggest that S/R = 12.5. For 
this value, one could take S= 18 ½ feet and R= r.o second. Then 
Kmax = 288 vehicles per mile and the equation is 

Q,= 12.5 (288)-12.5 K 
or Q,=3600-12.5K* (6a) 

*This line does not appear in Figure IO. 

For maximum concentrations of 240 and 200 vehicles per mile 
(which were the maximum concentrations in the outside and inside 
lanes), the gaps are 22 and 26.4 feet, respectively. To maintain the 
slope at - 12.5, 

for 

for 

R = 22/18 1/3 = 1.2 seconds 
S = 22 feet and 
R = 26.4/18 1/3 = 1.44 seconds 
S = 26.4 feet 

The appropriate equations are 
Q=3000-12.5K (6b) 

and Q=2500-12.5K (6c) 
Equation (6a) is the suggested theoretical upper limit for opera-

tion of a traffic stream with minimum gaps between vehicles. Equa-
tion (6b) is derived from observations and represents the limit that 
observed traffic did not exceed; it is the line between the zone of in-
stability and zone ofinterference. Equation (6c) is selected based on 
observed conditions, which indicates the line should pass through 
the point where the positive slope changes on the capacity curve. 
Further agreement is indicated by comparing the time lag of re-
sponse to stimulus (R), which for Equations (6b) and (6c) corres-
pond very well with the range verified by others. Further investiga-
tions are recommended to support the validity of the equations, 
separating zones which may be relatively constant for all highways. 

NOMENCLATURE 

G = gap, feet or miles 
K = concentration, vehicles/mile 
Q, = volume of traffic, vehicles/hour 
R = time lag of response to stimulus, hours or seconds 
S = constant, feet or miles 
V = speed, miles/hour or feet/second 

SUBSCRIPT max= maximum value 
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